Russia had few temporary workers in the 1990s, but after the fall of the Soviet Union and the entrance of foreign MNCs, the percent of workers on temporary contracts grew in 2014. In 2016, a new law was implemented that bans hiring temporary workers except through government-accredited agencies, but only for the purpose of substituting for employees who are temporarily absent from the workplace; to assist in the temporary expansion of production or services (for up to a maximum of nine months); and to provide temporary employment to certain approved categories of workers (i.e., full-time students, single parents, parents of multiple children, and former convicts).

This paper will compare and contrast the current labor protections of temporary dispatch workers in the U.S. and Russia, with consideration also of the recent legislative labor protections provided in the East Asian countries of China, South Korea, and Japan. Following the Introduction, the paper, in Part I discusses the phenomena of “fissurization,” in employment relations and its resulting legal implications for the regulation of “dispatch (agency)” workers in the above countries. Part II compares and contrasts the regulatory approaches of the U.S. with Russia and the East Asian countries of China, Japan, and South Korea; and the Conclusion follows. Perhaps the menu of regulatory legislation provided in this paper will be useful for those looking for the tools to construct dispatch regulation in the U.S.
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Introduction

Russia had few temporary workers in the 1990s, but after the fall of the Soviet Union and the entrance of foreign MNCs, the percent of workers on temporary contracts grew in 2014.¹ In 2016, a new law was implemented that bans hiring

¹ According to the estimations of the Russian Ministry of Health, in the Russian Federation there are between 100,000–130,000 people working as temporary employees in the legal labor market in Russia (Feb. 20, 2017), available at http://www.audit-it.ru/articles/personnel/a110/323705.html. However statistical data in Russia are not precise especially regarding this category of workers whose legal status before the adoption of the law was not defined and even after remains vague. See also
temporary workers except through government-accredited agencies, but only for the purpose of substituting for employees who are temporarily absent from the workplace; to assist in the temporary expansion of production or services (for up to a maximum of nine months); and to provide temporary employment to certain approved categories of workers (i.e., full-time students, single parents, parents of multiple children, and former convicts).

China, Japan, and South Korea have also recently passed legislation that deal with the issues raised by the use of dispatch workers.

The legal issues become tangled when balancing legitimate needs of employers to use temporary replacements to fill unexpected temporary vacancies or during peak business periods. However, when employers hire temporary workers on a continuing or permanent basis (permatemps) and at cheaper wages or for hazardous work, and for core jobs within the company, a different set of issues arises, also affecting the job security of permanent regular employees. This is further entangled when there is the use of “independent contractors” and outsourcing or insourcing with “subcontractors,” further raising the issues of who is an “employee” and who is an “employer” or a “joint employer,” that is “jointly liable?”

In the U.S., permanent, full-time workers can perform the same duties side by side with a temporary employee who receives lower wages and fewer benefits and who can stay at that “temporary” job for an unlimited time. The European Union (EU) in 2008, to thwart the use of temporaries to reduce costs, mandated that temporary workers receive equal pay and working conditions as provided to permanent employees. More than half of the developed countries have addressed the issue with legislation to better protect temporary and permanent workers, including South


Korea, Japan, China, and Russia (effective 2016). Regulations vary from a Russian general ban on the use of temporary workers (“outstaffing”) to a South Korean law that converts workers to permanent status after a certain period of time in the temporary position.

This paper will compare and contrast the current labor protections of temporary dispatch workers in the U.S. and Russia, with consideration also of the recent legislative labor protections provided in the East Asian countries of China, South Korea, and Japan. Following the Introduction, the paper, in Part I discusses the phenomena of “fissurization,” in employment relations and its resulting legal implications for the regulation of “dispatch (agency)” workers in the above countries. Part II compares and contrasts the regulatory approaches of the U.S. with Russia and the East Asian countries of China, Japan, and South Korea; and the Conclusion follows. Perhaps the menu of regulatory legislation provided in this paper will be useful for those looking for the tools to construct dispatch regulation in the U.S.

---


1. Regulating Dispatch Workers in U.S., Russia, and East Asia

1.1. Changing Landscape of Employment Relationships

1.1.1. Fissurization

“The employment relationship in a growing number of industries with large concentrations of low wage workers has become ‘fissured,’ where the lead firms that collectively determine the product market conditions in which wages and conditions are set have become separated from the actual employment of the workers who provide goods or services. Instead, the direct employers of low wage workers operate in far more competitive markets that create conditions for non-compliance.”

While fissurization may occur horizontally through employer links with franchises, contracted subcontractors with labor chains, etc., it also occurs vertically as when one employer uses temporary workers from another employer, e.g., a staffing agency who is the technical employer.

1.1.2. Dispatch/Agency Workers as Employees

Dispatch workers are hired by an independent sender-company and temporarily contracted out to a user-employer who may use that worker for an unlimited time and have them perform functions the same as other permanent user-employer workers. As the number of temporary workers rose around the globe, including dispatch workers, regulations appeared in many countries to protect the rights of regular employees whose jobs were being displaced by the hiring of an increasing number of “temporary or leased” employees (permatemps). Legislation varies and addresses a number of issues: goal to protect regular employees vs. temporary employees; regulation of the sending companies (temp agencies); the scope of the limitations on the type of jobs; the duration of the temporary status; the obligations of requiring comparative wages and benefits between temporary and regular employees; and the penalties for violations.

---

9 Weil 2011, at 33.
10 Id.
The nature of the employment relationship often needs to be identified and sometimes distinguished from “dispatch” workers. Are independent contractors and outsourced or insourced contractors or gig workers included under the dispatch legislation, particularly if under the law the sender and user employers are “joint” employers of the same employee?\(^{13}\)

Mistakes in classifying workers as “employees” can be costly to the offending employer.\(^{14}\)

### 1.2. Special Legislation: Temporary/Dispatch/Outstaffing? U.S., Russia, China, Japan, South Korea

#### 1.2.1. U.S.

In the U.S., there is no specific national regulation for temporary, dispatched, or leased employees, though their number is significant.\(^{15}\) In the U.S., it is reported that “from 1982 to 1998, the ‘temporary help supply industry’ grew by 577 percent, compared with 41 percent growth in total employment.”\(^{16}\) And the growth continues; according to the American Staffing website,

> more than three million temporary and contract employees work for America’s staffing companies during an average week. During the course of a year, America’s staffing companies hire nearly 16 million temporary and contract employees. Most (76%) work full time, comparable to the overall workforce (82%). One-third (35%) were offered a permanent job by a client where they worked on an assignment… Individual assignments range from a few hours to several years; overall employment tenure averages just over three months.

---


14 Vizcaino v. Microsoft Corporation, 120 F.3d. 1006 (9\(^{th}\) Cir. 1998), *cert. denied*, 522 U.S. 1098 (1998). Microsoft reached a $96.9 million settlement with a group of freelance workers who worked for Microsoft after the 9\(^{th}\) Circuit found that the workers were in fact common law employees and not independent contractors and were entitled to participate in Microsoft’s various pension and welfare plans. And see Robert J. Bohner Jr. et al., *Beware the Legal Risks of Hiring Temps*, Workforce, October 17, 2002 (Feb. 20, 2017), available at http://www.workforce.com/articles/beware-the-legal-risks-of-hiring-temps.


Staffing employees work in virtually all occupations in all sectors: 37% Industrial; 28% Office–Clerical and Administrative; 13% Professional–Managerial; 13% Engineering, Information Technology, and Scientific; 9% Health Care.\(^1\)

With vertical fissurization, employers increasingly contract labor from another employer that supplies the labor. Under the current trend of law where workers are economically dependent on both employers or controlled by the user employer, joint employer liability is likely. These temporary employers are regularly paid lower wages and have lower or fewer benefits than the permanent employees of the user employer with whom they are working. Labor laws apply to most workers, depending on compliance with statutory definitions of “employee” and “employer.” Therefore, minimum labor standards and conditions must be met for covered employees though that is not to say temporary, subcontracted, or dispatched employees must receive the same wage and benefit package paid to the regular employee working beside them. The Equal Pay Act, protecting against gender discrimination, does not necessarily provide protection for dispatched temporary workers so as to provide equal pay between temporary and permanent employees.\(^2\) Corporations in the business of supplying temporary labor are regulated by individual state laws as are other businesses. The numbers of temporary and dispatched workers in the U.S. continues to climb.\(^3\)

1.2.2. Russia

In Russia the fissurization of the labor market took place after the collapse of the Soviet Union (USSR). The Soviet period had been characterized by full employment on open ended contracts and the Labor Code (2001) recognized only few atypical

---


\(^2\) The EEOC that enforces the Equal Pay Act has stated that “temporary workers often do not receive compensation on par with their permanent counterparts. The Commission does not consider this practice discrimination per se. But it does recognize the potential for this practice to be discriminatory in application, particularly in light of data showing that women are more likely than men to work as temporary employees. Thus, the Commission’s compliance manual states that in determining whether employees’ status as temporary vs. permanent is nondiscriminatory, the following issues should be considered: 1) whether the wage differential is applied uniformly regardless of employees’ protected status (e.g., race, sex, etc.); 2) whether the differential conforms to the nature and duration of the job; and 3) whether the differential conforms with a nondiscriminatory customary practice within the industry and establishment. See EEOC Compliance Manual Section 708.5(3) (BNA) 708:0023:” Equal Employment Opportunity, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (August 2000) (Feb. 20, 2017), available at https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/foia/letters/2000/titlevii_epa_wage.html. See also Vockrodt 2005, at 583.

\(^3\) Nicholson 2015, supra note 11. In the EU, since 2008 there has been a Directive that applies to the working conditions of temporary employees and entitles the temporary employees to equal treatment including: access to amenities and collective services, wages, and other protections and rights. It further recognizes temporary-work agencies as employers. Directive 2008/104/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of November 19, 2008 on Temporary Agency Work, supra note 5.
forms of work, such as fixed term, part-time and apprenticeship contract. In Russia temporary work agencies (TWA) appeared in the 1990s mainly due to the entrance of foreign MNCs into the Russian labor market. Although proposals to regulate temporary agency work were put forward earlier, it was regulated in 2014, by a law that was not effective until January, 2016. The delay in adoption of this law and its implementation is explained by the fact that the main shareholders (the trade union, State and employers associations) were still negotiating a mutually acceptable compromise. The trade union labeled TWA as an absolute evil and a worst form of worker exploitation and demanded its total ban; whereas employers and agencies actively lobied in its favor. As a consequence, the new law represents a sort of a paradoxical compromise; on one hand the law bans most temporary workers, but on the other hand it allows accredited temporary work agencies in some cases to temporarily send workers to the third party host companies. So the same law both prohibits and allows the use of temporary workers dispatched from a TWA.

Under the law, temporary agency work is put under strict control and accredited private employment agencies (PEAs) must satisfy special accreditation requisites. PEAs must supervise the actual use of posted employees’ labor by the receiving party with regard to their employment function, as well as monitoring the receiving party’s compliance with labor laws. In addition, joint responsibility (subsidiary responsibility) is assigned in relation to the employment contracts with workers under the staff secondment agreement (payment of wages, annual leave and so on). As of January 1, 2016 the law also contemplates the possibility of workers dispatch by other legal entities (including foreign ones with their affiliates) that comply with the requirements prescribed by law (the presence of an affiliation or a shareholder agreement with a legal entity receiving posted staff).

21 Id.
Temporary agency work is defined as work performed by an employee at the request of the employer in the interest and under the control and supervision of a natural person or legal person that is not the employee’s actual employer. Under the law, temporary agency work is put under strict control and employees dispatch is allowed for the purpose of substituting for employees who are temporarily absent from the workplace; to assist in the temporary expansion of production or services (for up to a maximum of nine months); and the law exempts certain categories of workers (i.e., full-time students, single parents, parents of multiple children, and former convicts).

Other restrictions on the dispatch workers are similar to those generally adopted in other countries and include the prohibition of replacement of employees engaged in industrial action; performance of work during idle time or during a bankruptcy procedure or with the purpose of avoiding collective redundancies or replacement of employees who refuse to perform work in cases established by labor law (for instance, in cases in which workers temporarily suspend work because of a delay in the payment of wages exceeding 15 days) and fines may be imposed for violations of the Dispatch Law. It also banned hiring workers to replace employees who refused to work due to a violation of their labor rights, or sending them to work on hazardous facilities or in dangerous conditions. So the same law both prohibits and allows some use of temporary workers dispatched from a TWA.

The law permits staff posting by PEAs to certain activities such as providing housekeeping support for an individual who is not a self-employed entrepreneur; temporary performance of duties of an absent employee with a right to return to the job; cases when it is possible under the law to conclude fixed-term contract, cases of performance of work related to a temporary (up to nine months) expansion of
manufacturing capacity or scope of services provided. In this later case if the quota of temporary workers exceeds 10 percent of the number of workers of the receiving party, the opinion of the primary trade union should be taken into account.\footnote{29}

As for the employment conditions and the anti-discrimination principle, the law establishes it only to remuneration by stating that the wages of the dispatch employees should not be worse if compared to those of employees of the user-enterprise with the same qualifications and performing the same functions.\footnote{30}

Insurance contributions for the posted employees must be paid on the basis of an insurance tariff determined in accordance with the type of business operations performed by the user enterprise which is obliged to provide the agency with all the necessary information in this regard.\footnote{31}

1.2.3. East Asia: China, Japan, South Korea

1.2.3.1. China

In China, there is recent legislation\footnote{32} regulating the use of dispatch workers. As of 2014, dispatched workers can be used only in temporary positions (defined as 6 months or less), auxiliary positions, or in substitute positions,\footnote{33} and provided workers must not comprise more than 10 percent of a company’s total workforce.\footnote{34}

In 2008, after the Labor Contract Law (LCL) and the Labour Disputes Mediation and Arbitration Law (LdMAL) took effect, the number of mediations and arbitrations rose dramatically, spurring greater enforcement and award of remedies.\footnote{35} Therefore, using irregular employees left employers with some flexibility; and while probationary and part-time workers gave employers some measure of discretion, it was the dispatch workers that provided the most. Dispatch workers were largely excluded from the

\footnote{29}{Art. 18.1(2) of the Federal law No. 36-FZ from April 20, 1996 as amended by the Federal law No. 116-FZ of May 5, 2014, \textit{supra} note 24.}
\footnote{30}{Labor Code of the Russian Federation, Art. 341.1, \textit{supra} note 3. \textit{See also} d’Amora 2014, \textit{supra} note 1.}
\footnote{32}{Labor Contract Law, Arts. 57–67, \textit{supra} note 6; Decision of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, \textit{supra} note 6; Interim Provisions, \textit{supra} note 6.}
\footnote{33}{Interim Provisions, \textit{supra} note 6. Portions first presented in Cooke & Brown 2015, \textit{supra} note 7.}
protections of the LCL. Inadvertently, the LCL provided employers with an incentive to replace full-time workers with dispatch workers in order to avoid the heightened restrictions of the LCL. In 2010, the ACFTU estimated there were 60 million dispatch workers in China and it was reported there were 26,000 labor dispatch companies. These agency workers were often reported to be making lower wages and receiving much less social security protection than employees of the user firms.

In response to this incentive misalignment, in 2012 the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress made revisions that addressed the issue. The Chinese government tightened and clarified the regulation of agency employment and the agency industry and in 2014 the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security (MOHRSS) issued the Interim Provisions on Labor Dispatch. Effective in March 2014, dispatched workers must not comprise more than 10 percent of a company’s total workforce. Dispatched workers can be used only in temporary positions (defined as 6 months or less), auxiliary positions and substitute positions (e.g. to cover maternity leave, long-term sick leave, and study leave). The Interim Provisions detail obligations for both the employer and labor dispatch agency on the signing and termination of labor contracts, social insurance contributions, and work-related injuries, and pre-service training and safety education, among other items. A tougher penalty is prescribed for violations, with a fine between 5,000 yuan and 10,000 yuan per employee.

---


40 Decision of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, supra note 6.

41 Interim Provisions, supra note 6.

42 Interim Provisions, supra note 6. See also China: Strict Limits and Cap on Labour Dispatch Arrangement, supra note 34.


44 Id. Art. 8.

45 Id. Art. 8(4). The dispatch agreements shall stipulate the positions to which the workers are dispatched, the number of persons to be dispatched, the term of dispatch, the amounts and terms of payments of remunerations and social security premiums, and the liability for breach of agreement.

46 Id. Art. 8.

Art. 66 of the LCL defines the scope of lawful labor dispatch workers to include temporary, auxiliary, and substitute positions; the amended Art. 66 also mandates that dispatch work can “only” be these three types of workers.\textsuperscript{48} The Interim Provisions further define these terms as follows.\textsuperscript{49} Temporary is now defined as work that does not exceed six months duration. Auxiliary is defined as a non-primary business position that supports the receiving employer’s core business. Substitute positions, also translated as “back-up jobs,” are defined as positions that provide temporary coverage for full-time employees that are on leave.\textsuperscript{50} The Interim Provisions further define and regulate labor dispatch agencies\textsuperscript{51} and penalties are provided for violations.\textsuperscript{52}

With the enactment of the dispatch laws, the employers’ labor strategies have turned to changing non-standard positions into permanent positions, using outsourcing, part-time work, intern placement, and volunteer work. In particular, business outsourcing has been a popular strategy for large SOEs and foreign firms to cope with the new labor regulations.\textsuperscript{53}

But reforms may be difficult. Even since the passage of the dispatch laws, it is reported some companies continue to violate the regulatory obligations, employing dispatch workers outside the three permissible categories in core jobs, exceeding the 10 percent limit, requiring workers to pay recruitment fees, and not fully paying social security obligations.\textsuperscript{54}

1.2.3.2. Japan\textsuperscript{55}

In 2015, the Japanese Diet approved an amendment to its Worker Dispatch Law and amid some controversy removed most limitations to employ dispatch workers, though with a three year limit on their use.\textsuperscript{56} The Dispatch Law is said to have “the aim of gaining greater employment stability and protection for dispatched workers,

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{48} Labor dispatch workers are to be temporary, auxiliary or substitutive positions. Labor Contract Law, Art. 66, \textit{supra} note 6.
\bibitem{49} Interim Provisions, Art. 3, \textit{supra} note 6.
\bibitem{50} See discussion in \textit{China Amends Labor Contract Law to Eliminate Labor Dispatch Abuse}, \textit{supra} note 39.
\bibitem{52} Interim Regulations, Arts. 20–24, \textit{supra} note 6, referencing Arts. 92, 48, 87, and 83 in the Labor Contract Law, \textit{id}.
\bibitem{56} 2015 Amendments to the Act for Securing the Proper Operation of Worker Dispatching Undertakings and Improved Working Conditions for Dispatched Workers, \textit{supra} note 6.
\end{thebibliography}
among other benefits. This would be done by setting new time limits under the rationale of making it a rule that dispatch work should be temporary and provisional in nature, and by creating schemes for improving the quality of worker dispatching undertakings, giving support for career formation including the conversion of dispatched workers to regular employees, and so on.\(^57\)

In 2014, dispatch workers were reported to constitute about 11.9 million, about 6.1 percent of all employees in Japan; and nearly 11 percent of Japanese employers retained dispatch workers.\(^58\) Not surprisingly, the larger employers in Japan tend to have more dispatch workers than smaller employers as reflected by the fact that 80.5 percent of employers with at least 1,000 employees use dispatch workers.\(^59\)

Japan has had a Worker Dispatch law since 1985 reportedly not aimed at protecting the dispatch worker, but rather for the purpose of preventing substitution for regular employment.\(^60\) In 2012, the law had “26 business areas” that placed no restrictions on the use and duration of employment of dispatch workers, whereas for ordinary work outside those categories there was a three year term limit. Thereafter, under the law, if the worker outside the 26 business areas was retained, he or she would have a required regular employment relationship. These 26 categories were regarded as “specialized” or as involving specific skills or knowledge—suggesting that the use of dispatched workers for these job categories did not involve substitution for regular employment.

The 2015 amended Revision eliminated the 26 business categories for dispatch workers and removed restrictions on any job category, though there is a three-year limit on the use of specific dispatch workers in a specific position, after which the dispatch agency must send a new worker, though the displaced worker may be employed in a different department of the employer or given permanent status. There also is a three year limitation on dispatch workers being sent to the open position of the employer, unless the union or representative of a majority of employees is “asked for its opinion” (no consent required) for a decision to “roll over” the three year limit.\(^61\)

---


59 Id.

60 Before 1985 the use of dispatch workers was prohibited under Art. 6 of the Labor Standards Act (“no person shall obtain profit by intervening, as a business, in the employment of others”), until the 1985 Dispatch Worker Act made an exception, beginning the path toward de-regulation. Employment Security Act (Act No. 141 of November 30, 1947, as amended) (Japan) (Feb. 20, 2017), available at http://www.japanese-law-translation.go.jp/law/detail/?id=10&vm=04&re=01.

Many observers conclude, therefore, that there is no longer any meaningful three year limit and “the new legal framework will trap workers into a dispatch relationship for their entire working lives (known as shōgai haken – meaning “lifelong dispatch”).”\(^{62}\) An earlier provision of the proposed law that provided that an employment relationship may be deemed to exist directly between the dispatch worker and the user company after three years was removed by the Diet.\(^{63}\)

All dispatching agencies are now required to obtain licenses and to take measures to secure employment opportunities for dispatch workers who finish their terms. User employers are to provide any necessary training of the new dispatch workers and user employers must “provide them with the same level of access to welfare facilities (fukurikōsei shisetsu – meaning dorms, cafeterias, and recreational facilities used by employees, etc.) that company employees enjoy.”\(^{64}\) With the revision of the Worker Dispatch Act in 2012, a direct employment offer shall be considered to be provided by the Client Company to the dispatch workers when there are illegal items in the worker dispatch arrangement, including breach of the term limit, which has taken effect in October 2015 (Article 40-6 of the Workers Dispatching Act).\(^{65}\)

The 2015 law provides an “exemption,” to the worker dispatch period regulations in that it shall not be applicable to the following cases: “(i) the dispatched worker enters into an employment agreement with the worker dispatch business operator without a definite period: …under the new law, depending upon the worker dispatch period, the dispatch company is obligated to provide indefinite term contracts to their employees (i.e., the dispatched workers) and if the dispatch company complies with this obligation… an exemption will apply and thus, the new law will not apply to limit the period of dispatch to 3 years. (ii) the dispatched worker is sixty (60) years of age or older; (iii) the dispatched worker engages in project of which termination date is clear; (iv) the dispatched worker works for ten (10) days per month or half of the working days for other general workers; and (v) the dispatched worker is dispatched by reason of maternity leave, family-care leave, etc.”\(^{66}\)

---


\(^{63}\) Act for Securing the Proper Operation of Worker Dispatching Undertakings and Improved Working Conditions for Dispatched Workers, Art. 49, para. 1, Arts. 58–61, supra note 61.


The 2015 law in order to pursue dispatched worker’s employment stabilization further provides: a worker dispatch business operator is obliged to (a) request host companies to directly employ a dispatched worker following the expiration of his dispatched term; (b) provide a new host company to the dispatched worker once the dispatch period to the initial Client expires; (c) to enter into an employment agreement with the dispatched worker without a definite period; or (d) any other measures to pursue dispatched worker’s employment stabilization.

While equal treatment for part-time and fixed-term-contract workers is mandatory in European countries, equal pay of dispatched workers and directly employed workers in Japan, under the revised law, is still just something that dispatching agencies must make “efforts” to achieve.

Thus, it seems to be a fair question, whether Japan’s 2015 Worker Dispatch Law Amendment, moving away from the original purpose of the law of protecting the regular workers, moves any closer to the protection of dispatch workers as workers or just provides added discretion to the employer?

1.2.3.3. South Korea

In South Korea, the Dispatched Workers Act regulates the use of dispatch workers sent by a temporary work agency that is also regulated. This law prohibits a company from “engaging dispatched workers in direct production processes and can only engage dispatched workers in 32 specified business roles.” Any employer who dispatches or uses a dispatched worker contrary to the Dispatched Workers Act may be subject to criminal sanctions. The dispatching agency is closely regulated by the statute and must meet certain requirements.

The law also mandates that if a dispatched employee has worked for the company for two years, the dispatched employee may be deemed to be a company employee. Further, the law requires the employment conditions for dispatched workers should be the same that apply to the company’s regular employees in the same or similar jobs.

67 Nakajima, supra note 66.
71 Id. Arts. 7 to 19.
73 Act on the Protection, etc., of Dispatched Workers, Arts. 42–45, supra note 70.
74 Id. Arts. 5–19.
75 Act on the Protection, etc., of Dispatched Workers, supra note 70.
The Act on the Protection, etc., of Dispatched Workers\textsuperscript{76} prohibits discriminatory treatment of temporary agency or “dispatched workers” in wages and other working conditions, as compared to a directly employed worker “who performs the same work in the business of the using employer.”\textsuperscript{77} This law defines “dispatched worker” as a worker who maintains an employment relationship with a “sending employer,” (temporary agency) and works for a “using employer” under the direction and order of the using employer and with a worker dispatch contract.\textsuperscript{78}

The Labor Standards Act, which limits the term of any fixed-term labor to one year, unless the term is required for the completion of a particular project, provides a further requirement on the use of dispatch workers.\textsuperscript{79} In order to prevent the use of continuing fixed-term contracts to employ a worker in long-term non-regular status, the Act on the Protection, etc., of Fixed-Term and Part-Time Employees provides an employer may hire an individual as a fixed-term employee only for a period of up to two years (unless for justifiable reasons).\textsuperscript{80} The Act on the Protection, etc., of Dispatched Workers also mandates that the length of an employment period for a dispatched worker may not exceed two years (unless for justifiable reasons) or else the employer is obligated to directly employ the dispatched worker.\textsuperscript{81}

Effective in 2012, the amended Protection of Dispatched Workers Act, requires an employer to directly employ the dispatched worker immediately even when the term of dispatch does not exceed two years if the dispatch is deemed to be illegal, as for example, where the dispatched workers are used for jobs prohibited by the law\textsuperscript{82} or not included in the 32 statutorily-permitted categories.\textsuperscript{83} Use of dispatched workers for “core” Company functions not on the Dispatch Law’s list of allowed jobs is a violation, as is their use for purposes specifically disallowed, such as construction, stevedoring, hazardous jobs, etc.\textsuperscript{84}

\textsuperscript{76} Parts of the following material was first published in Brown 2014, at 159, 161–164.
\textsuperscript{77} Act on the Protection, etc., of Dispatched Workers, Art. 21, supra note 70.
\textsuperscript{78} Id. Art. 2.
\textsuperscript{79} Labor Standards Act, Art. 16, supra note 6.
\textsuperscript{81} Act on the Protection, etc., of Dispatched Workers, Arts. 5(2) and 6, supra note 70.
\textsuperscript{82} Id. Art. 6, supra note 70.
1.3. Related Issues

In addition to regulations placing limitations on the use of dispatch workers and sometimes on wage parity, other labor issues may arise. Are workers considered independent contractors or employees under various protective labor statutes, such as health and safety laws? If the latter, are they “employees” of which employer or both? Usually the obligations are on the “employer,” whether it is the sending or host employer or as joint employers. Questions may still arise in a number of related areas. Do temporary/dispatch workers have the right to join a union and if they have a union, must it be separate from the employer’s regular employees? Who is the employer and does the law allow for “joint employers” for this and other labor rights? These issues are left for future research projects. The dispatch laws may explicitly protect ILO standards, discussed below, or these rights may be found in general labor laws outside the dispatch law.

1.4. ILO Guidance?

The ILO provides some guidance on the global labor standards relating to dispatch workers. The ILO has a convention dealing with labor dispatch agencies, Private Employment Agencies Convention, 1997 (No. 181). It sets forth the framework for

---


86 In the U.S., temporary employees may join a union. A question has been, which union, that of sender or user? The latest position is for them to join same union in the same bargaining unit as their co-worker permanent employees of the user employer who is a joint employer with the sender employer. Miller & Anderson, Inc. and Tradesmen International and Sheet Metal Workers International Association, Local Union No. 19, AFL–CIO, Case 05-RC-079249, July 11, 2016 (Feb. 20, 2017), available at https://www.nlrb.gov/case/05-RC-079249.

87 In China, dispatch workers may join the union of either the sending or using employer. Interim Provisions; Labor Contract Law, supra note 6. Article 64. Dispatched workers have the right to join the labor union of the worker dispatch service provider or of the accepting entity or to organize such unions, so as to protect their own lawful rights and interests. Id.

88 In Browning-Ferris Industries of California, Inc. d/b/a BFI Newby Island Recyclery, 362 NLRB No. 186 (2015) (Browning-Ferris), the Board majority substantially expanded the circumstances when multiple entities would be deemed a joint employer of particular employees.

89 There are a number of ILO conventions (C) and recommendations (R) that relate to the employment relationship and can relate to temporary workers, including dispatch workers. C158 – Termination of Employment Convention, 1982 (No. 158); R166 – Termination of Employment Recommendation, 1982 (No. 166); C181 – Private Employment Agencies Convention, 1997 (No. 181); R188 – Private Employment Agencies Recommendation, 1997 (No. 188); R198 – Employment Relationship Recommendation, 2006 (No. 196); C175 – Part-Time Work Convention, 1994 (No. 175); R182 – Part-Time Work Recommendation, 1994 (No. 182).

operation of private employment agencies; employment conditions; and treatment as regards such issues as pay, social protection, leave and pensions. Of the countries discussed in this paper, only Japan has ratified Convention 181.

The Convention on private employment agencies provides that the agencies should protect the workers' core labor rights and keep them free from discrimination; the Convention provides that a Member state should regulate the agencies and provide that the necessary measures to ensure adequate protection for the workers employed by private employment agencies in the following areas: “(a) freedom of association; (b) collective bargaining; (c) minimum wages; (d) working time and other working conditions; (e) statutory social security benefits; (f) access to training; (g) occupational safety and health; (h) compensation in case of occupational accidents or diseases; (i) compensation in case of insolvency and protection of workers' claims; (j) maternity protection and benefits, and parental protection and benefits.”

Additionally, the Convention provides that a Member state shall determine and allocate, in accordance with national law and practice, the respective responsibilities of private employment agencies providing the above services and the user enterprises regarding a list of labor rights issues. The Recommendation states that there should be cooperation between the public employment services and the private employment agencies. It also recommends providing laws for penalties, written contracts for the workers specifying terms and conditions, prohibiting their use to replace strikers, placing them into jobs of unacceptable risk, abuse, or discrimination, and a list of other worker-protective measures.

2. Regulatory Approaches Compared

2.1. Comparisons

In evaluating the various dispatch laws, there are numbers of factors that could be compared. For example, a. Was the aim of the law to “protect” regular employees or dispatch employees? b. Does the law regulate the temporary agency itself?

---


92 C181 – Private Employment Agencies Convention, Arts. 3, 4, 5, and 11, supra note 90.

93 Id. Art. 2: “(a) collective bargaining; (b) minimum wages; (c) working time and other working conditions; (d) statutory social security benefits; (e) access to training; (f) protection in the field of occupational safety and health; (g) compensation in case of occupational accidents or diseases; (h) compensation in case of insolvency and protection of workers' claims; (i) maternity protection and benefits, and parental protection and benefits.”
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c. Does the law itself protect ILO labor rights? d. What is the scope? e. Does it limit jobs and/or duration? f. Are wages and conditions non-discriminatory compared with permanent workers? g. Are there penalties for violations?

2.1.1. U.S.
Though the U.S. has no national dispatch law, it does have dispatched workers sent to user companies by staffing companies, with all “employees” generally subject to state and federal protective labor laws. So there is no legislative goal to distinguish these workers from others. Usually staffing agencies are only regulated by state laws as corporations, the same as other companies. In the U.S., by either federal or state law most “employees,” including these dispatched workers, are protected by labor laws that uphold many of the ILO core labor rights, with questions sometimes arising, who is the employer – the sender, the user, or both jointly? Wages are not circumscribed by specific laws other than the labor law standards, such as minimum wages; so there can be higher pay for regular workers. Therefore, under current law in the U.S. there can be a dispatch worker and a permanent worker performing the same work for disparate pay for unlimited duration with no limitations on the types of jobs performed, including those that are core jobs or hazardous.

2.1.2. Russia
Notwithstanding its wide use for many years, temporary agency work has been regulated only recently. For a long time this market operated without much notice, so the aim of the new law was to address the abuses that took place. On the one hand it aims to put the temporary worker agencies under control and closer scrutiny in order to diminish the number of dishonest temporary staffing agencies. It also aimed to protect temporary workers by ensuring them equal treatment from the point of view of remuneration.96

With regard to the legislative provision that allows employers to hire temporary workers to expand their company, but limits temporary workers to 10 percent of the employer’s workforce, a shortcoming of this limit is it must be taken to the trade union for its opinion. This seems difficult in practice as the trade union is often absent from many workplaces,97 thus leaving the employer with much discretion on the number of dispatch workers it uses. Also the choice of the legislation to exempt from the limitations such categories as full-time students, single parents, parents with a large number of children, and former convicts is a somewhat unique feature and might be questionable.

96 It is also aimed to ensure major revenues to the Fund of social insurance. Аутсорсинг персонала: запрет или легализация? [Outsourcing of Personnel: Ban or Legalization?], Tax Coach (Feb. 20, 2017), available at http://www.taxcoach.ru/about/news/Autsorsing_personala_-zapret_ili_legalizatsiya/.

The law does not itself specify explicit sanctions for violations of the provisions, but does reference them to penalties outside the dispatch law; however, it does provide for joint liability and the user-company will be recognized as the subsidiary employer under the provisions of Art. 67(1) of the Labor Code stating that a person is considered to be employed by the employer by virtue of the fact that he/she started working with the awareness and consent of the latter.

Presumably these workers should not be subject to discrimination compared with their permanent employee counterparts and should be covered under the same labor law as the other workers but in light of the relatively weak enforcement of anti-discrimination laws, the practical implementation of the principle of the equal treatment of these workers also seems to be problematic. Even if they are entitled to the wages not lower than the workers of the receiving company, in practice it is likely there will be some difficulty in achieving the same economic treatment. In Russia minimum wage is regulated by law and is periodically adjusted. As it may happen in practice, a part of the salary is given as bonuses or informally so in case of claims TWA workers may be entitled only to the conventional quite low minimum. No specific rules are foreseen in case of dismissal so they are expected to be covered by general labor law provisions in this regard.

The practical outcome of this law is of course unclear. It may be expected that many unaccredited private agencies will disappear from the market. Moreover if the cost of TWA will be too high, employers may use alternative forms such as outsourcing, fixed-term contracts, part-time, dual job holding unpaid holidays and other ways in order reduce expenses. Also the courts are traditionally oriented to the bilateral labor relationship and the claims and interpretation of new trilateral norms may present new challenges.

2.1.3. China, Japan, South Korea

2.1.3.1. China

China’s growth in the use of dispatch workers, especially after the promulgation of the 2008 Labor Contract Law making it more difficult to easily terminate employees, was recognized as a problem and a few years later a new Labor Dispatch Worker Law was issued. One purpose or result of the law is to protect the jobs of regular

---


99 The minimum wage is periodically adjusted and from January 1, 2016 it is 6,204.00 rubles (roughly 88 euros). Id.

100 Labor Code of the Russia Federation, Arts. 60.1 & 282–288, supra note 3.
employees from being replaced by dispatch workers. This is accomplished by placing a cap of 10 percent of the user employer’s workforce being dispatch workers, which at the same time limits an “end-run” around the law by the hiring of “insourced” independent contractors to the jobs of the regular workforce as they may be deemed dispatch workers. The law provides dispatch workers the right to unionize and the same wages and benefits, and coverage of work-related injuries, as the permanent employees; otherwise these workers have the same labor law protections as other employees, such as termination of dispatch is made the same as for permanent workers under this law. There is a 6 month limit on the temporary dispatched job, with some deviation possible around the so-called “auxiliary” jobs. Commentators have expressed concerns on how the auxiliary category will be used in practice. The penalty for violations is a fine between 5,000 and 10,000 yuan per employee.

Compensation and termination provisions align incentives to discourage the long-term use of dispatch workers. The LCL clearly outlines that compensation is not limited just to salary or hourly wages, but includes all employment bonuses and benefits. Treating a return of a dispatch worker to the sending agency as the equivalent of termination of a full-time employee further de-incentivizes the use of dispatch workers. Traditionally dispatch workers were desirable because dispatch workers were paid less than full-time employees and they were easier to terminate; but as dispatch workers are now entitled to equal pay and can only be dismissed under a standard approaching for cause, then the user employer might be better served just hiring a full-time employee.

102 Labor Contract Law, Art. 64, supra note 6.
104 Id. Art. 9.
106 Labor Contract Law, Art. 92, supra note 6.
109 Of course part of the calculation whether to attain the 10 percent dispatch workforce can include the cost advantages of cost-shifting of non-compensatory labor law benefits to the dispatching agency as the employer.
2.1.3.2. Japan

Japanese legislation moved from a ban on dispatch labor in 1985 through a series of amendments to a very permissive use of these workers in 2015. The purpose of the evolving law arguably went from protecting regular workers to that of authorizing open-ended use of dispatch workers for any jobs, ostensibly benefitting employers and not the regular employees. The Workers Dispatch Law regulates the Dispatching Agency and requires it to be licensed by the government to issue dispatch contracts. The law itself does not contain labor protections, which are generally available to all employees through other labor standards legislation. However, the right to pay equal to that of fulltime employees is not required at this time; rather the employer is only to use “efforts” to achieve that. The dispatcher worker is limited in the current job position to three years, but may be retained as a dispatch worker thereafter in a different department. A dispatch worker can be provided permanent status upon violations of the law.

2.1.3.3. South Korea

The original aim of the Dispatched Workers Act and its related laws to protect the regular workers in the core production jobs in the manufacturing industry in which dispatch workers cannot be employed has eroded to some extent as dispatch workers gain more protections. At the same time there is a durational limit of two years for which dispatch workers can be employed, after which if they are retained, they must be permanently hired. Of course they can be dismissed and/or replaced by other dispatch workers, creating a wheel of job insecurity. Dispatch workers must be provided equality of wages with regular employee counterparts and are accorded the same labor protections as regular employees under labor standards legislation. Penalties are enforced against violators of the law and employers that use dispatch workers for positions that are not permitted to be held by dispatched workers, or those employers that receive services from a manpower agency not duly licensed to engage in the business of dispatching workers, and in such cases must hire these dispatched workers as their regular employees regardless of the duration of the engagement of the dispatched workers.

Table 1: Country Comparisons of Dispatch Laws

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Aim of law to “protect” regular worker (RW), dispatch worker (DW), or employer (E)?</th>
<th>Dispatch Agency regulated?</th>
<th>Dispatch law protect ILO core labor rights?</th>
<th>Scope of coverage?</th>
<th>Jobs or duration limited?</th>
<th>Regulate wages and anti-discrimination?</th>
<th>Penalties for violation?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>No law</td>
<td>No law</td>
<td>General labor laws</td>
<td>No law</td>
<td>No law</td>
<td>General labor laws</td>
<td>General labor laws</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Has a Model Emerged?

Whether the above dispatch laws comply with ILO standards is discussed below, noting that only Japan has ratified ILO Convention 181. Initially, it is noted that the ILO rights and labor protections may be found outside the labor dispatch laws, for example in the general labor codes. The ILO focus is on protection of the dispatch workers, not whether they are banned or permitted to work, a matter left to national legislation. It is noteworthy that China explicitly authorizes dispatch workers to unionize, as does

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>DW/RW</th>
<th>Authorized</th>
<th>Permit</th>
<th>General Ban with Limited Exceptions</th>
<th>Ban on Dispatch Workers, Except Temporary, Expansion (9 Months and 10% Limit) and Special Exemptions for Students, et al. Some Jobs Banned Including for Work Dispute Replacements and Hazardous Conditions</th>
<th>Must be Same as Regular Workers</th>
<th>Fines, but not specified; General Labor Laws Applicable Joint Liability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>DW/RW</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>General ban with limited exceptions</td>
<td>Ban on dispatch workers, except temporary, expansion (9 months and 10%, limit) and special exemptions for students, et al. Some jobs banned including for work dispute replacements and hazardous conditions</td>
<td>Must be same as regular workers</td>
<td>Fines, but not specified; general labor laws applicable Joint liability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some; right to join the Union</td>
<td>General ban; only temporary (6 mo. or less), auxiliary, and substitute positions</td>
<td>6 month duration for temporary workers 10% of company’s total workforce</td>
<td>Equal pay for equal work; and discrimination prohibited</td>
<td>Fines; Joint liability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>E/DW?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No limit</td>
<td>3 year duration at same job only with several exemptions</td>
<td>Duty to make “efforts for equal treatment”</td>
<td>Fines; and reinstatement to permanent job for violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>RW/DW</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ban on direct production process and limit 32 categories</td>
<td>2 years; some exclusions; automatic permanent job if retained over 2 years</td>
<td>No discrimination in wages or conditions</td>
<td>Criminal penalties; reinstatement permanent job</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the U.S. under its general labor legislation. Whether or not each country has ratified pertinent ILO Conventions, each does provide general labor law protections to some degree for many if not most of Convention 181’s requirements.

The ILO Recommendation 188 states that there should be laws for penalties, written contracts for the workers specifying terms and conditions, prohibiting their use to replace strikers, placing them into jobs of unacceptable risk, abuse, or discrimination, and a list of other worker-protective measures. Illustrative provisions could provide a mosaic of a possible model law. In Japan, user employers are to provide any necessary training of the new dispatch workers and user employers must “provide them with the same level of access to welfare facilities (fukurikōsei shisetsu – meaning dorms, cafeterias, and recreational facilities used by employees, etc.) that company employees enjoy.” In South Korea, dispatch workers cannot be placed in hazardous work. Russia, also bans hiring workers to replace employees who refused to work due to a violation of their labor rights, or sending them to work on hazardous facilities or in dangerous conditions.

Whether or not a model has emerged, more importantly, choices are apparent for national governments on how they might regulate dispatch workers and the dispatching agencies in their jurisdiction. They range from no specific laws such as in the U.S. to a dispatch law that generally bans their use, such as in Russia which protects against abuse of dispatch workers while also preserving jobs for regular employees.

The steps toward determining appropriate regulation may begin with a national assessment of how wide-spread the use of dispatch workers is and what are the workplace rights, working conditions, and labor law protections of these workers. That is, what is the availability and level of enforcement of general labor law protections based on their employment status of either being an employee, independent contractor, short-term contract worker, casual employee, or some other temporary worker category? An interesting question is whether eliminating the use of dispatch workers better protects these workers, as opposed to allowing them, but with regulatory protections?

Dispatch legislation analyzed above begins with a legislative purpose: is the law to protect permanent employees from being replaced by cheaper temporary employees, like the goals in South Korea and China, and Japan’s early dispatch law.


111 See Cheung 2014, supra note 64.


If so, then the Russian general ban may be preferable. Or is it better to allow some use by employers, protect regular employees, but also provide labor protections for dispatch workers who otherwise can be taken advantage of? However, there may be a conundrum that a law to prevent substitution of permanent employment may not be consistent with protection of dispatch workers.

The easiest target to regulate is the dispatching agency itself, as directed by ILO standards. The primary reason for regulating them, as was done in Russia, is to control possible abuses by unregulated agencies. The laws may impose capital requirements as well as responsibilities for the welfare of dispatch workers at the user’s place of business for the job in question, such as having employment contracts, briefings on the user’s working conditions and pay issues, and including social security payments, etc.

Regulating dispatch workers can provide them specific labor rights not necessarily available under the general labor laws. If ILO guidance is followed, dispatch workers may receive benefits, such as the right to unionize (China) or the prohibition on being assigned to replace workers out on a labor dispute (Russia); or these rights may exist outside the dispatch regulation in the general labor laws. Dispatch regulations can also be used to require job training, such as in Japan, or mandate joint liability between the sender and user, such as in Russia and China.

Regulations typically limit the acceptable scope of dispatch work by providing the types of acceptable jobs and the duration in that job. For example, in Russia there is a general ban except for several areas such as temporary expansion of the business, but that is limited to 10 percent of the employer workforce. In South Korea, there is a ban on 32 job categories and for dispatch workers outside those jobs their duration is limited to two years. In Japan, there is no limit on the types of jobs, but there is a two year durational limit in that particular job. In China jobs are limited to the types of jobs and have a six month durational limit and 10 percent workforce limitation.

The dispatch regulation may explicitly require equal and/or non-discriminatory pay for dispatch workers compared with permanent employee counterparts, but sometimes those obligations may be found outside the dispatch regulations in the general labor codes. Japan, since the 2015 dispatch law, is reportedly still working to add a provision for equality. Some dispatch regulations limit discriminatory assignment to hazardous work.

Penalties for violations of dispatch laws vary from explicit Korean criminal penalties in the regulations themselves, to fines in Russia which are placed outside the dispatch law. Japan and Korea also require as penalties for violation of the dispatch law the conversion of dispatch workers to a permanent employee status.

Has a model emerged? Not likely, as the legislative goals and societal values vary among countries. Yet, workers’ interests (temporary and permanent) balanced with – and not against – the needs of employers for temporary flexibility, suggest several of the above laws or parts of them, could provide a balanced approach. A general ban with limited exceptions (Russia, China, Korea) protect the jobs of regular permanent
workers, limits the exposure of dispatch workers with fewer of them, and with
durational and percentage of workforce limits again balancing the interests. Those
dispatch workers allowed to work can have their exposure diminished by regulation
of the dispatching agencies.

Stabilizing the agencies and placing responsibilities on them for some rights
of dispatch workers in the end seems to harmonize the interests of employers,
workers (permanent and temporary), and responsible dispatch agencies. It is true
that the needs of and for dispatched workers continue in the U.S. and other countries.
Therefore, the lessons and diversity of approaches of Russia, China, Japan and South
Korea may be instructive for governments searching for legislative solutions. In
following the guidance of pertinent ILO Conventions and Recommendations and
providing a regulated dispatch agency and certain mandatory labor rights of fairness
and equality to dispatched workers, it would follow that more workplaces would
provide a “decent workplace” for more workers.

Conclusion

While the U.S. has not yet directly embraced the regulation of dispatch workers
on a national scale, certain labor rights are accorded to temporary employees under
general labor legislation. These include many of the ILO core labor rights, minimum
wages and labor standards, and penalties. However, the use of these workers, their
job security, and those of the replaced permanent employees are largely at the
employers’ discretion and there are reports of abuses. And moreover, as stated earlier,
the U.S. lags far behind other industrialized countries in specific labor protections
for temporary workers. Of 43 “developed and emerging economies” tracked by the
OECD, the U.S. ranks near the bottom, at 41\(^{114}\), for temporary worker protections.\(^{114}\)
Other nations, including Russia, China, Japan, and South Korea have provided models
to consider that fit their economic and industrial relations needs.

Whether permitted or limited, the needs of dispatched temporary workers as well
as those of permanent regular workers should be addressed. Taking the evaluative
variables discussed above,\(^{115}\) one could fashion an appropriate response to the needs
of the workers and employers.

This paper provides a menu of national legislative experiences and a “tool bag”
of legal approaches and raises the question, why isn’t there legislation in America

---

\(^{114}\) Charlie Fanning, *The Shameful U.S. Record on Temporary Worker Protections*, AFL-CIO, February 26, 2014

\(^{115}\) The variables discussed are: who does the law propose to benefit; are dispatch agencies regulated;
does it protect labor standards set forth by the ILO; what is the scope of the law, from ban to open to
ban with limits and exceptions; should it ban only certain jobs and/or place durational limits on the
jobs; does it provide for equality in wages and conditions; and what are the penalties for violation?
regulating dispatch workers? There is a wealth of legislative models and experience from which to choose, some from the most unlikely sources.
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